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Note: In all the problems, suppose data stream elements are in {1, 2, . . . , n} and let m be the
length of the stream.
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Majority

In the class, we discussed the deterministic algorithm of Boyer and Moore which has space
complexity O(log n + log m) and outputs an element such that if the stream has a majority, the
output is equal to this majority. Suppose m ≥ n and prove that any deterministic algorithm
that is able to decide whether a stream has a majority element or not needs Ω(n) bits of space.
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Deterministic Approximate Counting [Recommended]

Suppose m ≥ n and show that any deterministic algorithm that computes the exact number of
distinct elements in a stream requires Ω(n) bits of space. Next, prove that even computing a
1.1-approximation of the number of distinct elements needs Ω(n) bits of space.
Hint:
fi stesbus owt neewteb egde na tup eW .]n[ fo stesbus no hparg a esoppus ,trap dnoces eht roF
ni tes tnednepedni egral a dniF . n5 tsom ta si ecnereffid cirtemmys rieht fo ezis eht fi ylno dna
.hparg siht

3

Frequent Elements [Recommended]

Extend the majority algorithm of Boyer and Moore, which we discussed in the class, to an algorithm with space complexity of O (k (log n + log m)) bits that outputs k elements that include
those that appear in more than 1/k fraction of the stream.
Hint:
. k ezis fo seldnub tuoba kniht ,ereH .owt ezis fo seldnub ekam ew ,mhtirogla ytiroj am eht nI
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Morris’s Approximate Counting Algorithm

In Morris’s approximate counting algorithm, which we discussed in the class, prove that
3
3
E[22Xm ] = m2 + m + 1.
2
2

5

Pairwise Independent Hashing

Prove that given a prime number p, the random hash function ha,b (x) : Fp → Fp defined as
ha,b (x) = ax + b mod p, where a and b are random numbers in {0, 1, . . . , p − 1}, is a pairwise

1

independent hash function. That means, for every x, y ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p − 1} where x 6= y, and
every i, j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p − 1}, we have Pr[ha,b (x) = i and ha,b (y) = j] = 1/p2 .
a,b

Hint:
selbairav owt dna snoitauqe owt htiw pF no snoitauqe raenil fo metsys a su sevig j ,i , y ,x gnixiF
.noitulos euqinu a sah syawla metsys siht taht evorP .)b dna a(
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